Course introduction - 1st Paper assignment – Origins Read - Kanaka Maoli (webct)

Unit I: ANCESTRY AND IDENTITY; ORIGINS, MIGRATION AND SETTLEMENT

Video: The Navigators, Read - Hawaiian Studies Reader (HSR) Buck Reading - Kyselka, “The Wayfinder” - “Pre-colonial Pacific” (webct)

Locating Ourselves: Social and Scientific Mythologies. Paper due!

Hawaiian Origins: Historic Mythologies Reading: Kame’elehiwa, “Traditional Hawaiian Metaphors”

Hawaiian Society: Life and the Kapu - Video: The Polynesians of Kapingamarangi

Map Quiz #1: Hawaiian Islands - The Story of ‘Umi – Read – Walker and Hau’ofa

Unit II: I KA ‘ŌLELO KE OLA, I KA ‘ŌLELO KA MAKE

The Spoken and Written Language - Video: “‘Ahe a ‘Oe e ke Kumu?” Read - Kohanga Reo, Lucas and Tsai,

Language Vehicle of Culture - Over view of Polynesian and Hawaiian grammatical structures Read - Chart of Consonants and Sound Correspondance

Relating Politics to Language: Read – Wa Thiongo

1st MIDTERM EXAMINATION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Unit III: HO’OMANA: SPIRITS, MAGIC AND RELIGION

Appropriating the Pagan – Read – Kamakau and Kumulipo - Video: “Shark Callers of Kontu”

Map Quiz #2: Polynesia In the Realm of Gods – Read – Kauraka and Walker

Unit IV: ISLAND AS WORLD, WORLD AS ISLAND

Water and Wealth - Video: “Ahupua’a, Fishponds and Lo’i” Read - Kelly, “Dynamics of Production Intensification in Pre-Contact Hawai’i”

The Geography of Pacific Islands, Read – Kame’elehiwa. Moment of the Mahele - Hawaiian Direction, Divisions of Space and ‘Āina.

Aloha ‘Āina and Kaho’olawe - Video: “Pele’s Appeal” Reading: From a Native Daughter (FAND) pp. 87-110: Trask, “Kūpaa ‘āina”


Unit V: Mea No’eau– Artful Excellence

Identity, Art, and the Environment – Read - Young, Dudoit, and Webb,

Performing Art, Poetry and Music: The Poetry of Lyrics – **Read** - Trask, Light in the Crevice

**Unit VI: Drinking the Bitter Waters**

- **Video:** First Contact – **Read** - Trask, “Cultures in Collision”

**HOLIDAY - ELECTION DAY**

**Map Quiz #3: Melanesia** Lectures on Political Economy – **Read** – Kame`eleihiwa, “Synopsis of Traditional Hawaiian Culture” and Letters from the Friend

Confronting the Stranger – **Read** - FAND pp. 147-159: “From a Native Daughter”

**VETEREN'S DAY**


Merry and Lal

**MIDTERM EXAMINATION !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!**

**Unit VII: Foundations for Native Empowerment in the Pacific**

**Video:** Act of War – **Read** - Lili`uokalani, “Hawai`i’s Story by Hawai`i’s Queen” - Excerpt from Blount Report

**HOLIDAY - THANKSGIVING**


Video: “Faces of the Nation” – **Read** – Trask, Birth of the Hawaiian Movement